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Bisimulation-based Non-deterministi
Admissible Interferene and its Appliation to

the Analysis of Cryptographi Protools

St�ephane Lafrane 1;2 John Mullins 1;3,

Dept. of Computer and Software Engineering
�Eole Polytehnique de Montr�eal

Montr�eal, Canada

Abstrat

In this paper, we �rst de�ne bisimulation-based non-deterministi admissible inter-

ferene (BNAI), derive its proess-theoreti haraterization and present a om-

positional veri�ation method with respet to the main operators over ommuni-

ating proesses, generalizing in this way the similar trae-based results obtained

in [19℄ into the �ner notion of observation-based bisimulation [6℄. Like its trae-

based version, BNAI admits information ow between serey levels only through a

downgrader (e.g. a ryptosystem), but is phrased into a generalization of observa-

tional equivalene [18℄. We then desribe an admissible interferene-based method

for the analysis of ryptographi protools, extending, in a non-trivial way, the non

interferene-based approah presented in [11℄. Con�dentiality and authentiation

for ryptoprotools are de�ned in terms of BNAI and their respetive bisimulation-

based proof methods are derived. Finally, as a signi�ant illustration of the method,

we onsider simple ase studies: the paradigmati examples of the Wide Mouthed

Frog protool [1℄ and the Woo and Lam one-way authentiation protool [25℄. The

original idea of this methodology is to prove that the intruder may interfere with

the protool only through seleted hannels onsidered as admissible when leading

to harmless interferene.

1 Introdution

One of the basi onerns in systems analysis is to ensure that programs do

not leak sensitive data to a third party, either maliiously or inadvertently.
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This key aspet of seurity onerns is often referred to as serey. Informa-

tion ow analysis addresses this onern by larifying onditions when a ow

of information in a program is safe (i.e. high-level information never ows into

low-level hannels). These onditions, alled non interferene properties [10℄,

apture any ausal dependeny between high-level ations and low-level be-

havior.

However, many pratial serey problems go beyond the sope of non in-

terferene. Cryptosystems, for example, permit enrypted private or lassi�ed

information to ow safely onto unproteted (i.e. low-level) hannels despite

the obvious ausal dependeny between the seret data m and enryption key

K, on the one hand, and, the delassi�ed data fmgK (m enrypted by K), on

the other. Indeed, any variation of m or K is reeted in fmgK. In this ase,

the main onern is to ensure that programs leak sensitive information only

through the ryptosystem or, more generally, through the downgrading sys-

tem. Admissible interferene [19℄ is suh a property. In this paper, we de�ne

bisimulation-based semantis for non-deterministi admissible interferene. It

appears that observation-dependent bisimulation based on an observation ri-

terion O or O-bisimulation (alled O-ongruene in [6℄) provides a suitable

theoretial framework for expressing bisimulation-based non-deterministi ad-

missible interferene (BNAI). As we shall see, BNAI has an elegant proess-

theoreti haraterization (traditionally alled the unwinding theorem in the

theory of information ow) and attrative ompositionality properties.

Non interferene-based methods have been designed to analyze rypto-

graphi protools [12,9℄. The basi idea of the method is to prove that no in-

truder an interfere with the protool. In this paper, we re�ne this method by

onsidering as admissible the interferene aused by enryption. This admis-

sible interferene an be expressed by simply identifying downgrading ations

orresponding to enryption ations ourring in the protool. This paper will

highlight two kinds of advantages of the admissible interferene-based method

over a non interferene-based one. In some ases, the method permits analysis

of the protool's information ow without the neessity of extending the syn-

tax of the proess algebra with enryption and deryption operators. In other

ases, it allows harmless interferene, i.e. interferene that does not orre-

spond to a suessful attak, to be disarded at the spei�ation level, rather

than sreening it manually from the by-produts of the veri�ation proess.

The paper is organized as follows. A variant of the value-passing CCS,

extended with Boudol's observation riteria and its observation-dependent

bisimulation-based semantis, is introdued in setion 2. Non-deterministi

admissible interferene based on observation-dependent bisimulation is pre-

sented in setion 3 with its algebrai proess haraterization and its ompo-

sitionality properties with respet to the main proess operators. In setion 4,

we present di�erent ways to use BNAI in the analysis of ryptoprotools. More

partiularly, we fous on on�dentiality and authentiation properties. These

properties are de�ned in terms of BNAI and their respetive bisimulation-
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based proof methods are derived. The method is further investigated through

the Wide Mounted Frog protool in setion 5 and the Woo and Lam one-

way authentiation protool in setion 6. We onlude in setion 7 with an

overview of related and future works.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Value-passing CCS

We need to start the disussion by identifying a omputational syntax to stru-

ture the investigation around. Our work is based on value-passing CCS [18℄

modi�ed in various ways as we move along.

We onsider the following message algebra, whose terms, ranged over by

a, are de�ned by:

a := v (value) j x (variable) j (a; a) (pair) j faga (enryption):

We denote fv(a) the set of (free) variables appearing in a and we say that a is

a losed term when fv(a) = ;. Throughout this paper, any losed enryption

term fa1ga2 is viewed as the atomi value resulting from the enryption of the

losed term a1 using the losed term a2 as key. For any (atomi) value v and

x 2 fv(a), we write a[v=x℄ to denote the setting of every ourrene of x in a

to value v and a[v1=x1℄[v2=x2℄ is noted as a[v1=x1; v2=x2℄, and so on. Further,

we assume a set of at most denumerable hannels, ranged over by . Every

hannel is typed, i.e. has a unique struture of terms (messages) that an be

sent and reeived over it. We write dom() to denote the domain of terms

that an be arried along .

Ations of our extended value-passing CCS, ranged over by �, are obtained

from ombinations of one hannel and one term, as follows:

� (a) or (a) (output ation),

� (a) (input ation),

� � (internal ation).

for any a 2 dom(). Thus, the set of At = V is[ f�g ontains a set of visible

ations V is = In [ Out, where In is a set of input ations, Out = In is a

set of output ations and the funtion [:℄ : V is ! V is is suh that � = �. We

de�ne the set of free variables of an ation �, denoted by fv(�), as the set

fv(a) if � = (a) or � = (a), and fv(�) = ; if � = � . We say that an ation

� is losed if fv(�) = ;, otherwise we say that it is open, and we use � to

range over the set of losed ations.

Agents (ranged over by P and Q) are onstruted as follows:

� 0 (empty agent);

� �:P (pre�x );

� P [v=x℄ (assignment);

� P +Q (sum);

3
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� P jQ (parallel omposition);

� PnL (restrition);

� [x1 = x2℄ P (math);

� P=O (O-observation);

where v is a value, x; x1; x2 are variables, L is any set of ations and O is

a partial mapping from At
� to At alled observation riterion and whose

intended meaning will be lari�ed in the next setion. With this syntax,

reursion is dealt with by using agent names, e.g. by de�ning P = �1:P
0

and P
0 = �2:P for the �1:�2 loop. We de�ne fv(P ), the set of free variables

ourring in P , as the set of variables x appearing in P and not in the sope

of an input pre�x � suh that x 2 fv(�). When x 2 fv(P ), we often write

P (x) (with P (x1)(x2) = P (x1; x2), et.) and P (v) instead of P [v=x℄ (where

every free ourrene of x in P is set to v). Otherwise, the variable x is said

to be bound . A losed agent , or simply a proess, is an agent P suh that

fv(P ) = ;. For the sake of simpliity, we often omit writing 0 by using the

notation \�" instead of \�:0".

We shall now de�ne a downgrading proess as an extension of a proess to

model systems and omputations of omputing entities interating at di�erent

trust levels in an environment ontrolled by a downgrading system. A down-

grading proess is then a proess whose set of visible ations V is is a partition

of three sets Lo, Hi and Dwn suh that Lo = Lo, Hi = Hi and Dwn = Dwn.

2.2 Observation Criterion

In [6℄, Boudol has de�ned the notion of observation riterion to express an

observation of ations with the aim of onsidering the equivalene between

proesses. Suh a riterion on a set A of ations de�nes a set B of observables

or experiments. In this paper, only observation riteria of At� are onsidered.

De�nition 2.1 An observation riterion of At� is a partial mapping O from

At
� to At.

The intended meaning is that all sequenes of ations in O�1(�) are held

to arry out the same observation �. Thus, it is natural not to require the

mapping to be total: some sequenes may be invisible or meaningless from a

given point of view. We are partiularly interested in the observation riterion

OHi de�ned by

O�1
Hi(�) =

8
<
:
�
�
� �

� if � 2 V is

�
� if � = �

and the observation riterion OLo de�ned by

O�1
Lo (�) =

8
<
:

(f�g [Hi)� � (f�g [Hi)� if � 2 Lo [Dwn

(f�g [Hi)� if � = �:

4
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Thus, two sequenes are equivalent through the weak riterion OHi if their vis-

ible ontent is the same and two sequenes are equivalent through the riterion

OLo if their visible low-level ontent is the same.

2.3 Semantis

The operational semantis of a proess obtained from this language an also be

viewed as an extension of the usual notion of a non-deterministi �nite-state

automaton where we allow an in�nite set of states and where we generally

do not onsider �nal states. Let  be a hannel, let a 2 dom() be suh that

fv(a) = fx1; : : : ; xng and let v; v1; : : : ; vn be values. Let also � be a losed

ation,  a sequene of losed ations, L � V is and P; P
0
; Q and Q

0 agents.

The semantis of proesses is de�ned as follows:

Prefix �

�:P
�
�!P

Input �

(a):P
(a[v1=x1;:::;vn=xn℄)

�! P [v1=x1;:::;vn=xn℄

Sum P
�
�!P 0

P+Q
�
�!P 0

and Q
�
�!Q0

P+Q
�
�!Q0

Parallel P
�
�!P 0

P jQ
�
�!P 0jQ

and Q
�
�!Q0

P jQ
�
�!P jQ0

Synhronization
P
(a)
�!P 0 and Q

(a)
�!Q0

P jQ
�
�!P 0jQ0

Restrition
P

�
�!P 0 and �62L[L

PnL
�
�!P 0nL

Math P
�
�!P 0

[v=v℄ P
�
�!P 0

O � Observation
P


�!P 0 and O()=�

P=O
�
�!P 0=O

where notation P

�!P

0 stands for a omputation of the sequene of losed

ations  = �0�1 : : : �n 2 At
� in the proess P i.e. the �nite string of transi-

tions satisfying P
�0�!P1

�1�!� � �
�n�!P

0. Given a proess P and an observation

riterion O, we say that P=O is the O-observation of P . The notion of the

O-observation of a proess is aimed at de�ning the proess on an observable
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resulting from its observation through the observation riterion O.

Example 2.2 Consider the observation riterion OHi and OLo previously de-

�ned. Put Hi = f�g and Lo = f�1; �2; �3g. Let P be a proess having the

semantis illustrated in Fig. 1. Then the semantis of proesses P=OHi and

P=OLo are given in Fig. 2. Note that, in both systems, we omitted looping �

transitions at every state.

Pa

a?
�1

a

a

a

a? ?

�2 �3

�

�	

� �

�R

�

Fig. 1. Semantis of proess P .

P=OHIa

a?
�1

�

?

�1

a

a

a

a? ?

�2 �3

�

�	

� �

�R

�B

B

B

B

BBN

�3

P=OLoa

a?
�1

��

? ?

�1 �1

a

a

a

a? ?

�2 �3

�

�	

�
�

�R

�
�

�

�

�

��

�2

B

B

B

B

BBN

�3

Fig. 2. Semantis of proesses P=OHi and P=OLo.

We say that agent P 0 is reahable from P , also alled a derivative, if there

is a omputation P

�!P

0 for some  2 At
�. We shall frequently make use

the set R(P ) = fP 0 j 92At�P

�!P

0g as the set of reahable agents from P .

2.4 Observation-dependent Bisimulation

The onept of O-bisimulation 4 aptures the notion of behavioral indistin-

guishability through O.

De�nition 2.3 (i) Given proesses P and Q and observation riterion O,
an O-simulation of P by Q is a relation R � R(P )�R(Q) suh that
� (P;Q) 2 R,
� If (P1; Q1) 2 R and P1

�
�!P2, then there exists Q2 2 R(Q) suh that

(P2; Q2) 2 R and Q1

�!Q2 with O() = O(�).

In suh a ase, we denote P vO Q.

(ii) An O-simulation R of P by Q is an O-bisimulation if R�1 is an O-
simulation of Q by P . We say that P and Q are O-bisimilar (denoted

P �O Q) in the ase where they are related by an O-bisimulation.

4 Called O-ongruene in [6℄
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The best known examples of this are the riteria de�ning strong and weak

bisimulations of CCS. Both are speial ases of riteria obtained from proje-

tions. Two sequenes are equivalent through the weak riterion OHi if their

visible ontent is the same. When O is the identity on At, one gets the

strong riterion through whih eah sequene of ations is observable and dis-

tinguishable from any other sequene. In this way, weak bisimulation ould

be seen as OHi-bisimulation, and (strong) bisimulation ould be seen as OAt-

bisimulation where OAt is the identity observation riterion, i.e. OAt(�) = �

for every � 2 At. We denote (strong) bisimulation between two proesses P

and Q simply with P � Q and (strong) simulation of P by Q with P v Q.

More generally, the onept of O-bisimulation is related to bisimulation in the

following way.

Proposition 2.4 Given proesses P and Q and observation riterion O, we

have

P �O Q if and only if P=O � Q=O:

It is important to note that Prop. 2.4 still holds when O-bisimulation and

bisimulation are both replaed with O-simulation and simulation.

3 Bisimulation-based Non-deterministi Admissible In-

terferene

A drasti solution to avoid interferene of high-level users on low-level users,

whih is ausing a very typial problem in omputer seurity, is to forbid

these possible interferenes. Several de�nitions of non interferene have been

proposed in the literature (see [17℄ for a survey). In [10℄, a trae-based gener-

alization of non interferene, alled strong non-deterministi non interferene

(SNNI), has been proposed. It is satis�ed when that the low-level visible on-

tent of any system behavior, namely a visible trae, is still a system behavior.

Non-deterministi admissible interferene (NAI) has been introdued in [19℄.

It is a trae-based property requiring SNNI everywhere but through dedi-

ated downgrading hannels. The main result of this paper is the introdution

of bisimulation-based non-deterministi admissible interferene (BNAI) that

exploits the onept of observation-dependent bisimulation presented in se-

tion 2.4. This setion also gives an algebrai haraterization of BNAI through

an Unwinding Theorem (Theorem 3.3) and results on ompositionality w.r.t.

the main onstrutors of CCS (Theorem 3.4).

3.1 Semantis

In order to gain a better understanding of BNAI, we introdue a bisimulation-

based non interferene property that re�nes SNNI and has suitable ompo-

sitional properties. The following formulation of non interferene requires

that a proess OHi-simulates its OLo-observation. Thus, roughly speaking,

7
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bisimulation-based strong non-deterministi non interferene (BSNNI) states

that any low-level observable behavior has to be also a high-level proess be-

havior, in order to disallow any orrelation between a high-level behavior and

a low-level observation.

De�nition 3.1 Proess P satis�es BSNNI if

P=OLo vOHi
P:

It is not diÆult to prove, using Prop. 2.4, that this property oinides

with bisimulation-based strong non-deterministi non interferene as proposed

in [10℄.

Intransitive non interferene refers to the information ow properties that

require that systems admit information ow from the high level to the low

level only through spei� downgrading hannels. To apture this property,

it was proposed in [13℄ that any agent P 0 derived from P and exeuting no

downgrading ation be required to satisfy non interferene. More preisely, for

P to satisfy intransitive non interferene P 0nDwnmust satisfy non interferene

for every P
0 2 R(P ). Rephrasing it in the ontext of BSNNI as the non

interferene property yields the de�nition of BNAI.

De�nition 3.2 Proess P satis�es bisimulation-based non-deterministi ad-

missible interferene (BNAI) if

8P 02R(P ) (P 0 nDwn)=OLo vOHi
(P 0 nDwn):

The next theorem presents an algebrai haraterization of BNAI based

on OLo-bisimulation.

Theorem 3.3 (Unwinding Theorem for BNAI) The proess P satis�es

BNAI if and only if

8P 02R(P ) P
0 nDwn �OLo

P
0 n (Dwn [ Hi):

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is presented in Appendix A.1.

3.2 A Compositional Proof Method

The next theorem establishes the ompositionality of BNAI over losed agents

with respet to the restrition operator and a weak form of ompositionality

of BNAI with respet to the onurrent operator.

Theorem 3.4 (Compositionality Theorem for BNAI) Let L � At.

(i) If proess P satis�es BNAI, then P n L satis�es BNAI.

(ii) If proesses P and Q may not synhronize on downgrading ations and

both satisfy BNAI, then P jQ satis�es BNAI.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Appendix A.2. This result extends

a similar result for NAI obtained in [19℄. A diret proof that a proess sat-

is�es BNAI is, aording to Theorem 3.3, to exhibit for eah derivative P 0,

8
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a OLo-bisimulation starting from P
0. When the transition system obtained

from the semantis is �nite, this an be done automatially. Many tools, in-

luding the Edinburgh Conurreny Workbenh (CWB) [7℄, exploits eÆient

algorithms for heking bisimilarity between �nite proesses, as developed

in [15℄. We are urrently designing and implementing at the �Eole Polyteh-

nique de Montr�eal , in ollaboration with the Universit�e d'Orl�eans, a tool to

hek whether a �nite state downgrading proess satis�es BNAI or not (avail-

able at www.ra.polymtl.a). We plan to extend this tool to ope with

in�nite-state proesses suh as those de�ned by totally normed Basi Proess

Algebra (BPA) [14℄ or Pushdown Proesses [23℄.

4 Using BNAI to analyze ryptographi protools

In this setion, we give non trivial illustrations of how BNAI an be used

to detet aws in seurity protools. The main ontribution of this setion

is a general information ow method using BNAI that re�nes Foardi and

Gorrieri's methods for analyzing ryptoprotools [9,11℄ where the authors have

either to extend the syntax and semantis of CCS before proeeding with

analysis or to �lter out manually meaningless interferene (from authentiation

point of view) resulting from the analysis. Improvements given by BNAI

depend on the type of seurity property under study:

� in the ase of on�dentiality properties (see setion 5), downgrading ations

may be interpreted to ounter the unavoidable but harmless interferene

aused by enryption, and thus the proess algebra does not have to be

extended with enryption and deryption primitives;

� in most of the other ases, partiularly for the authentiation properties

(see setion 6), downgrading ations may be used to detet ations ausing

interferene, but not orresponding to suessful attaks, before analysis,

rather than after analysis.

As we shall see, BNAI provides a natural interpretation of the following

on�dentiality property for seurity protools:

No enemy proess interating with the protool an disriminate, in an

inadmissible way, the protool's behavior and the behavior of the protool

exhanging no on�dential information.

A seond property for seurity protools on authentiity an be interpreted in

terms of BNAI as follows:

No enemy proess an interfere in an inadmissible way with the protool.

We now undertake the task of formalizing those properties in the ontext of

our proess algebra. Given suh a formalization, we are also interested to

derive orresponding Unwinding Theorems to verify suh properties.

In the sequel, we use the variable X to range over proess names and

variables (inluding tuples) w; x; y; z; : : : to range over value terms. A rypto-

9
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protool P involving prinipals A1; A2; : : : An (spei�ed as proesses in value-

passing CCS) is viewed as the following:

P (x1; x2; : : : xn) = ( A1(x1) j A2(x2) j : : : j An(xn) ) n C(1)

where C orresponds to the set of publi ations used in P . The restrition

over the set C an be viewed as a fored synhronization of ations made on

publi hannels. Every on�dential data exhanged on a publi hannel must

be properly enrypted sine we assume that suh hannels are inseure. We

shall also make the hypothesis that any other ation, i.e. not belonging to C,

is exeuted on a seure hannel.

An attak on P exeuted by an enemy proess E is spei�ed as the proess:

PE(x1; x2; : : : xn; xE) = ( A1(x1) j A2(x2) j : : : j An(xn) j E(xE) ) n C:(2)

Eq. 2 learly expresses the fat that attakers may interept any message

(losed term) sent out on a publi hannel.

In suh a spei�ation, eah prinipal X has its own set of private ations,

noted Hi(X), and we use notation Hi(X1; X2) to denote the set Hi(X1) [
Hi(X2), and so on. Hene, we have Hi =

S
X Hi(X) and Lo = C. It is

important to note that the ontent of the disjoint sets Hi, Lo and Dwn is, as

we shall see, ase dependent. In general, we shall use the notation X to denote

a private hannel belonging to a prinipalX and simply  for a publi hannel.

For any prinipal X, we onsider the following natural observation riterion

OX desribing the ations observable by X whih is de�ned as follows:

O�1
X (�) =

8
<
:

(Hi(X) [ f�g)� � (Hi(X) [ f�g)� if � 2 Hi(X) [ Dwn [ Lo

(Hi(X) [ f�g)� if � = �

where Hi
(X) = HinHi(X). For any two prinipals X1 and X2, we may also

onsider the joint observation riterion OX1;X2
de�ned as one might expet.

Depending on the type of seurity property we wish to enfore, eah set

Hi(X) may ontain enryption ations and deryption ations. Enryption is

viewed as the sequene of ations eX(x; y):ipherX(fygx) where output ation
eX(x; y) signi�es the enryption of term y using key x (e.g. by sending y

and x to X's loal enrypter), and input ation ipherX(z) then reates a

(bound) variable z orresponding to the resulting value (often referred to as

the term fygx). Similarly, deryption is viewed as the sequene of ations

dX(x; fygx)):readX(y) where output ation dX(x; z) signi�es the deryption

of the term z using the key x (e.g. by sending z and x to X's loal derypter),

and input ation readX(y) waits for the resulting term y.

4.1 Preservation of Con�dentiality

The major onern of ryptoprotools is keeping the on�dentiality of lassi-

�ed information that needs to be sent over private hannels. Attaks on suh

protools take di�erent forms, from diret attempts to steal an entire on�-

10
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dential message to muh more subtle attempts to detet exhanges of private

data. In this paper, a on�dentiality property is introdued whih is very

sensitive to any kind of inadmissible information ow leading to unwanted

serey leaks.

This highlights the fat that the prinipal X an only see ations oming

from either a publi hannel, i.e. from Lo, or its own set Hi(X) of private

ations. In the ase of on�dentiality properties, we are partiularly inter-

ested in the observation riterion OX when X is an enemy proess interating

with the protool. For the following on�dentiality property, the set Dwn

of downgrading ations orresponds to ations ausing admissible delassi�-

ation of information suh as proposed by admissible interferene. This type

of ation is mainly used to indiate the exeution of an enryption ation as

ipherX(fygx).

Given any value m, let At(m) be the set of ations ontaining m non-

enrypted in its term (e.g. readX(m) or eX(k;m), but not ipherX(fmgk)),
and let Om be the observation riterion de�ned by

O�1
m (�) =

8<
:

(At(m)[f�g)� � (At(m)[f�g)� if � 2 At(m) [ Hi(E) [ Dwn [ Lo

(At(m)[f�g)� if � = �

where At(m) = Hi n (At(m) [ Hi(E)).

De�nition 4.1 (Preservation of Con�dentiality) The protool P (m)

preserves the on�dentiality of message m if, for every enemy proess E,

8P 0

E
2R(PE) (P 0

E(m) nDwn)=OE vOm P
0

E(m) nDwn:

This property may be viewed as

8E: enemy proess PE(m) satis�es BNAI:

However, we must note that preservation of on�dentiality o�ers an altered

interpretation of BNAI one an enemy proess E is �xed, sine not every

ation from HinHi(E) is onsidered a high-level ation, only those ontaining

on�dential information. This property of preservation of on�dentiality is

illustrated is setion 5 using the Wide Mouthed Frog protool [1℄.

Remark 4.2 We note the trivial fat that if PE has a derivative P
0

E that

may perform an ation from Hi(E) \ At(m), whih learly orresponds to a

suessful attak sine proess E an see m, then protool P does not preserve

the on�dentiality of message m sine suh a transition belonging to (P 0

E(m)n
Dwn)=OE may not be Om-simulated by proess P 0

E(m) n (Dwn [ At(m)).

We an establish the following unwinding theorem for our on�dentiality

property inspired by the unwinding theorem for BNAI (Theorem 3.3).

Theorem 4.3 Protool P (m) preserves the on�dentiality of message m if

and only if for every enemy proess E,

8P 0

E
2R(PE) P

0

E(m) nDwn �OE
P
0

E(m) n (Dwn [ At(m)):

11
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The Proof of Theorem 4.3 is given in Appendix A.3.

Example 4.4 Consider the following simple protool where two prinipals A

and B sharing seret key kAB want to exhange a seret binary message m:

A(kAB; m) = eA(kAB; m):ipherA(fmgkAB):1(fmgkAB)

B(kAB) = 1(x):dB(kAB; x):readB(y):

( [�1(y) = 0℄ 2(0) + [�1(y) = 1℄ 2(1) )

where 1 and 2 are publi hannels, ipherA 2 Dwn is a downgrading hannel

allowing the delassi�ation of fmgkAB , and �1 is the last-bit projetion (e.g.

�1(10010) = 0).

This partiular example has an obvious inadmissible on�dentiality break

sine it leaks piees of information about m's ontent (in this ase its parity)

without revealingm entirely. Suh an attak on on�dentiality may be pursued

by the following enemy proess:

E = 2(z):( [z = 0℄ evenE + [z = 1℄ oddE )

whih an evaluate the parity of the exhanged seret message m.

Using theorem 4.3, we see that this partiular protool fails to preserve

the on�dentiality of m. Let A0(kAB; m) = 1(fmgkAB) 2 R(A(kAB; m)) and

P
0

E = ( A0(kAB; m) j B(kAB) j E ) n f1; 2g 2 R(PE). Then we have

P
0

E(m) nDwn 6�OE
P
0

E(m) n (Dwn [ At(m))

sine

( P 0

E
(m)nDwn )=OE � �:�:�:( [ �1(m) = 0 ℄ �:evenE + [ �1(y) = 1 ℄ �:oddE );

while ( P 0

E(m) n (Dwn [ At(m)) )=OE � �:� .

4.2 Preservation of Authentiity

An authentiation protool is a seurity protool where a prinipal A wants

to authentiate a seond prinipal B and/or authentiate himself for B. Su-

essful attaks on suh protools generally take the form of an enemy proess

onvining B that he is A. In many ases, A initiated the protool with that

enemy proess whih uses information obtained from A to exeute his mas-

querade toward B, but an enemy proess may also use information interepted

from publi hannels, as in setion 5.

In order to work with authentiation protools, we adapt our notation

established in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. Thus, an authentiation protool where agent

A initiates the authentiation proedure with agent B is viewed as

PA!B(xA; xB; x1; : : : xn) = ( A(xA) j B(xB) jA1(x1) j : : : j An(xn) ) n C(3)

where the Ai are other proesses ontributing to the protool. Also, given an

enemy proess E, the partiipation of E in the authentiation protool P , as

in Eq. 2, is denoted either by PE(A)!B when E tries to impersonate A in the

12
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eyes of B (for protools where the instigator wants to authentiate himself),

or by PA!E(B) when E tries to impersonate B in the eyes of A (for protools

where the instigator wants to authentiate B). For the sake of simpliity, this

paper onsiders only one-way authentiation protools where the instigator

wants to authentiate himself, thus we shall only onsider PE(A)!B attaks.

The other ases, inluding two-ways authentiation protools, are similar.

For authentiation properties, the downgrading ations do not play the

same role as in Def. 4.1, the situation being reversed. In Def. 4.5, the set Dwn

orresponds rather to a set of admissible attaks from enemy proesses. In

other words, by viewing any attak attempt on the protool as interferene, we

allow enemy proesses to ause harmless interferene through spei� hannels.

This situation is illustrated in setion 6 through the Woo and Lam one-way

authentiation protool [25℄.

De�nition 4.5 (Preservation of Authentiity) Protool PA!B preserves

the authentiity of A if, for every enemy proess E,

8Q2R(PE(A)!B) (Q nDwn)=OB vOB;E Q nDwn:

One again, this authentiity property may be viewed as follows:

8E: enemy proess PE(A)!B satis�es BNAI

but this time the interpretation of BNAI, given an enemy proess E, is suh

that the high-level ations ome from Hi(E) and the low-level ations ome

from Hi(B) and Lo. As in Def. 4.1, some ations, in fat those from Hi(A)

and Hi(S), are not taken into aount.

The following unwinding theorem for preservation of authentiity is ob-

tained by applying Theorem 3.3. We omit the proof, whih is similar to that

of Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 4.6 Protool PA!B preserves the authentiity of A if and only if,

for every enemy proess E,

8Q2R(PE(A)!B) Q nDwn �OB Q n (Dwn [ Hi(E)):

5 The Wide Mouthed Frog Protool

In [12℄, the authors proposed a method to detet this attak using a non

dedutibility property and an extension of the Seurity Proess Algebra (whih

is similar to value-passing CCS) alled Crytographi Seurity Proess Algebra.

This extended proess algebra introdues enryption and deryption operators

in its syntax and dedution rules in its semantis. Our approah, based on

Def. 4.1, tends to show that information ow methods an be used without

having to extend the proess algebra semantis to deal with enryption and

deryption, this extension being atually enapsulated in a lever hoie of

downgrading hannels. We bak up this assertion with a simpli�ed version of

the Wide Mouthed Frog Protool [1℄ on whih a suessful attak was revealed

in [2℄.

13
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The Wide Mouthed Frog Protool is used in order to establish a seure

hannel between two prinipals A and B on whih A wants to send a on�-

dential message mA enrypted with a session key kAB. The protool assumes

that A and B share keys kAS and kBS respetively with a trusted third party

S (e.g. a server). The protool onsists of the following three messages:

Message 1: A
A;B;fkABgkAS�! S

Message 2: S
fA;kABgk

BS�! B

Message 3: A
fmAgk

AB�! B:

First, proess A sends to S his identi�er (A), his ounterpart identi�er (B)

and a fresh key kAB enrypted with a permanent key kAS shared with S that

we note fkABgkAS . Seond, S derypts fkABgkAS and sends A's identi�er and

the fresh key kAB to proess B enrypted using the shared key kBS. Finally,

A sends message mA to B enrypted with the key kAB. Proess B an now

derypt fA; kABgkBS to obtain kAB, and then fmAgkAB .

A well known attak on this protool (reported in [2℄) may be pursued

by an enemy proess E as follows: �rst, E interepts Message 1 , swaps B's

identi�er with his own and sends it to S. Prinipal S now believes that A

wants to give the session key kAB to E, thus sends fA; kABgkES to E who an

derypt it to get kAB. Proess E may now interept and derypt Message 3

to read the on�dential message mA. This attak will be spei�ed in more

details in setion 5.2. Before, we need to speify prinipals A, B and S.

5.1 Protool Spei�ation

Proesses A, B and S are spei�ed using value-passing CCS as follows:

A(m; k) = eA(kAS; k):ipherA(fkgkAS):1(A;B; fkgkAS):

eA(k;m):ipherA(fmgk):3(fmgk)

B = 2(z):( dB(kBS; z):readB((X; u)):3(w) +

3(w):dB(kBS; z):readB((X; u)) ):dB(u; w):readB(v)

S = 1(X1; X2; x):dS(kX1S; x):readS(y):

eS(kX2S; (X1; y)):ipherS(f(X1; y)gkX2S
):2(f(X1; y)gkX2S

):S

where 1, 2 and 3 are publi hannels on whih messages 1, 2 and 3 are

respetively exhanged. We write C = f1; 2; 3g. In this partiular exam-

ple, we have Hi(X) = feX ; dX ; readXg. Thus, following the de�nition of a

downgrading proess, we have Hi =
S
X Hi(X), Lo = C = f1; 2; 3g and

Dwn =
S
XfipherXg. The Wide Mouthed Frog protool is viewed as follows:

P (mA) = ( A(mA; kAB) j B j S ) n C:

14
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5.2 Enemy proess

An alternative to using the universal quanti�er \for every enemy proess E"

from our two properties (Def. 4.1 and Def. 4.5) is to de�ne a \strongest"

enemy. This alternative is disussed at the end of this paper, but is irrelevant

to this partiular example sine we set up to prove that the protool does

not preserve the on�dentiality of message mA. To omplete suh a task, we

only have to produe one enemy proess for whih Def. 4.1 does not hold. For

that purpose, we speify in value-passing CCS the enemy proess used in [12℄

whih orresponds to the attak mentioned above:

E = 1(X1; X2; x):1(X1; E; x):2(z):( dE(kES; z):read((X; u)):3(w) +

3(w):dE(kBS; z):read((X; u)) ):dE(u; w):read(v)

From Remark 4.2 and this enemy proess, we an onlude that the Wide

Mouthed Frog protool P (mA) does not preserve the on�dentiality of message

mA.

6 The Woo and Lam Protool

To illustrate the authentiation property from Def. 4.5, we use the Woo and

Lam one-way authentiation protool [25℄. This partiular appliation illus-

trates the way that admissible interferene permits identi�ation, at the spe-

i�ation level, of possible interferenes aused by enemy proesses that do

not orrespond to suessful attaks. Suh admissible interferene, referred to

above as admissible attak, has been deteted using information ow-based

analysis in [8℄.

This protool is initiated by a prinipal A who wants to identify himself

with authentiation to another prinipal B where we only assume that both

A and B share a permanent enryption/deryption key (noted kAS and kBS)

with a trusted third party S (e.g. a server). The protool is summarized in

the following steps:

Message 1: A
A
�! B

Message 2: B
nB�! A

Message 3: A
fnBgk

AS�! B

Message 4: B
fA;fnBgkAS gkBS�! S

Message 5: S
fnBgk

BS�! B:

First, A initiates the protool by sending his identi�er to B, and B responds

by sending a fresh none nB to A. The latter then sends bak nB enrypted

with key kAS. Prinipal B an now proeed to authentiate A with the help

of S by sending A's identi�er and the last message reeived from A, both

enrypted with key kBS. The trusted third party S derypts this message
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from B using kBS , then derypts fnBgkAS using kAS and, �nally sends nB

bak to B enrypted with kBS. One this last message has been derypted, B

only has to verify whether or not the resulting value orresponds to its initial

none nB to approve A's authentiation.

In setion 6.2, we are interested in the attak on this protool that was

reported in [26℄. In this partiular attak, prinipal A initiates the protool

with enemy proess E whih forwards all information reeived from A to

another prinipal B in order for E to impersonate A.

6.1 Protool Spei�ation

In order to speify Woo and Lam's protool using value-passing CCS, we de�ne

prinipals A (instigator), B (respondent) and S (server) as follows:

A(XB) = initA(XB):1XB(A):2A(x):eA(kAS; x):ipherA(fxgkAS):

ommitA(XB; x):3XB(fxgkAS)

B(n) = 1B(XA):requestB(XA):2XA(n):3B(y):eB(kBS; (XA; y)):

ipherB(f(XA; y)gkBS):4(f(XA; y)gkBS):5B(w):dB(kBS; w):

readB(u):[u = n℄ authB(XA)

S(XB) = 4(z1):dS(kXBS; z1):readS((XA; z2)):dS(kXAS; z2):readS(z3):

eS(kXBS; z3):ipherS(fz3gkX
B
S
):5XB (fz3gkX

B
S
)

where we use notation established above for enryption hannels and deryp-

tion hannels. We use iX to denote the publi hannel used to send the ith

message intended for X. We also added the following private hannels:

� initX(X
0): to indiate that X wants to initiate the protool with X

0;

� requestX(X
0): to indiate that X (believes he) just reeived a request to

exeute the protool form X
0;

� ommitX(X
0
; x): to indiate that X is ommitted to identify himself to X 0

with authentiation using none x;

� authX(X
0): to indiate that X (believes he) has authentiated X

0.

The Woo and Lam protool an be viewed as follows:

PA!B = ( A(B) j B(nB) j S(B) ) n C

where C =
S
Xf1X ; 2X ; 3X ; 4; 5Xg and we put Hi(X) =

S
X0feX ; ipherX ;

dX ; readX; initX(X
0); requestX(X

0); ommitX(X
0
; x); authX(X

0)g and Lo =

C. Note that we have not onsidered downgrading ations yet, sine suh

ations are interpreted as admissible interferene aused by an enemy proess

and hene they only appear in suh proesses, as we shall see next.
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6.2 Enemy Proess

As in the previous setion, we have postponed the task of onstruting a

\greatest enemy proess" in future works and onentrate on the aw revealed

by Abadi in the Woo and Lam protool [26℄ using BNAI. More preisely, we

see that the Woo and Lam one-way authentiation protool spei�ed as PA!B
does not preserve the authentiity of A.

To ahieve this, we onsider the following enemy proess exeuting the

attak reported in [26℄ and [8℄:

E(XB) = 1E(XA):requestE(XA):dwnE:initE(XB):dwnE:1XB(XA):

2XA(x):2XA(x):3E(y):ommitE(XB):3XB(y)

where we onsider any ation of type requestE(X) or initE(X) as admissible

interferene from E, putting Dwn = fdwnEg.

Thus, the attak on the Woo and Lam protool is expressed as follows:

PE(A)!B = ( A(E) j B(nB) j S(B) j E(B) ) n C

where prinipal A tries to authentiate himself toward E, but the latter uses

data reeived from A to steal his identity and suessfully authentiate himself

as A toward B. In the end, B believes that E is A.

Using Theorem 4.6, we an see that PA!B does not preserve the authen-

tiity of A sine

Q nDwn 6�OB Q n (Dwn [ Hi(E))

for some Q 2 R(PE(A)!B). Suh Q is given by any derivative that an exeute

a omputation of requestB(A):ommitA(E):ommitE(B):authB(A). This se-

quene of ations beomes requestB(A):�:�:authB(A) in (Q nDwn)=OB, but
the same sequene beomes requestB(A):� in (Qn(Dwn [ Hi(E))=OB. Thus,
we may say that (Q nDwn)=OB 6� (Q n (Dwn [ Hi(E)))=OB whih leads

us to our onlusion.

Note that a similar approah using non interferene was proposed in [8℄.

The authors have to �lter interferene, after their analysis, that does not

orrespond to attaks suh as the trae

initA(E):requestE(A):initE(B):requestB(A):ommitA(E):

Admissible interferene allows spei�ation of these harmless attaks and only

failures aused by suessful attaks, to be obtained from any analysis of the

protool. Also, by identifying suh admissible interferene before initiating an

automati analysis of a seurity protool, results are gained with preision and

larity. A ost savings on the software design proess might also be expeted.

7 Final Remarks and Related Works

The main ontributions of this paper are a bisimulation-based generalization

of trae-based admissible interferene initially proposed in [19℄, its orrespond-
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ing unwinding theorem (Theorem 3.3) and a ompositionality theorem (The-

orem 3.4) w.r.t. the main onstrutors of onurrent proesses. Moreover, as

a non-trivial appliation of BNAI, it is proposed in Setion 4 a new approah

to analyze ryptoprotools. This approah extends the approah based on

non interferene presented in [8,11,12,9℄. Con�dentiality and authentiation

are de�ned in terms of BNAI and their respetive bisimulation-based proof

method (Theorems 4.3 and 4.6 respetively) are derived. Its main advantage

over a non interferene-based approah is to reveal aws with more eÆieny

by disarding harmless attaks earlier in the protool's design proess and

to permit the use of a general purpose proess algebra, instead of speial-

ized proess algebra extended with with enryption-deryption primitives to

ope with admissible interferene aused by the ryptosystem. This method

has been illustrated in detail in two ase studies: the Wide Mouthed Frog

protool (Setion 5) and the Woo and Lam one-way authentiation protool

(Setion 6).

In addition to the papers mentioned above, the proess algebrai approah

to ryptographi protools has also been followed in [21,16,22℄ that onsider

model-heking of seurity protools in a CSP-based framework. This ap-

proah requires expliitly designing a spei� (powerful enough) intruder. Of

ourse, there is always a ertain amount of arbitrarity in determining this in-

truder and any modi�ation of the intruder would require a new analysis. In

our paper, a more radial approah is taken: the intruder may be any proess

that an be de�ned in CCS. We postpone the disussion about this ruial

issue to the end of this setion, and mention some promising researh threads.

We are investigating more general properties of intransitive non interfer-

ene for proesses, inspired by Pinsky's study [20℄. It appears indeed that

the algorithm presented by Pinsky to onstrut a minimal equivalene and its

assoiated unwinding ondition for a downgrading poliy, an be thought of

as an algorithm to onstrut the appropriate bisimulation.

Motivated by the ability of the �-alulus, its variants and extensions to

model mobility more aurately and hene, seure distributed appliations

over the Internet, we believe that admissible interferene and more generally

intransitive non interferene should be haraterized in terms of suh aluli.

A further step will be then to extend our ompositional and omplete (at

least for �nite-state proesses) information ow method to the analysis of

ryptographi protools for suh aluli.

In the last few years, many approahes based on the �-alulus, have been

proposed to analyze seurity protools. Below we would like to highlight

three among those we intend to fous our attention on, in view of further de-

velopments: the Abadi-Gordon's Spi-alulus [3℄ and its sound but inomplete

framed bisimulation-based proof method [2℄, the Boreale et al.'s variant of the

Spi-alulus [5℄ with its sound and omplete barbed bisimulation-based proof

method and the ontrol ow analysis for the �-alulus presented in [4℄.

Although they are not based on information ow approah to serey, the
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Spi-alulus approahes are inspiring for further developments of our method,

partiularly in the way that the problem of the \most powerful intruder"

briey mentioned above, is overome. In this paragraph, we disuss this ma-

jor issue. A seurity property should be satis�ed even in presene of a hostile

environment. Also, it should be resistant to every potential attaker and,

heking this ondition is generally intratable. The Spi-alulus overomes

this problem by representing seurity properties as weakened form of testing

equivalene. Let P (M) be a proess P proessing a piee of data m. From

the Spi-alulus point of view, P preserves serey of m if there is no test

with the apability to disriminate P (m) from P (m0), for every m0. A test

niely formalizes the idea of a generi experiment or observation that another

Spi-proess (a potential attaker) might perform on P . So P and Q are testing

equivalent if there exists no attaker powerful enough to disriminate them.

Also, Abadi-Gordon's de�nition [3℄ su�ers from quanti�ation over all possible

ontexts. In [5℄, it is designed as an enrihed labeled transition system, used

to de�ne a weak bisimulation equivalene, that avoids quanti�ation over on-

texts and leads to a omplete proof method. Further researh is required for

a fuller understanding of these notions and for tailoring up information ow

tehniques to reason over them. But we apprehend already that introdu-

ing enryption-deryption primitives in the �-alulus leads to a bisimulation

method that has to deal with additional semanti rules. Moreover, we onje-

ture that these rules an be aptured by a right interpretation of downgrading

and an adequate observation riterion of this enrihed labeled transition sys-

tem in order to admit any interferene aused by the inevitable orrelation

between a iphertext and its related text. More reently, an information ow

approah based on the �-alulus has been proposed with appliation to the

ontrol ow analysis of ryptoprotools in [4℄. We onjeture that the simple

seurity properties established by the authors, namely the no leaks and the no

read-up/no write-down properties, do not allow to analyze subliminal hannels

in authentiation protools, ontrarily to information ow properties like non

interferene and admissible interferene.

Finally, from a ompletely di�erent point of view, we are trying to ex-

ploit the well-known result establishing deidability of bisimulation over some

lasses of in�nite-state proesses, e.g. totally normed Basi Proess Algebra

(BPA) [14℄, and hene, over pushdown automata [24℄. It is indeed an attra-

tive avenue to address the \most powerful intruder" as the proess using a

queue or a stak as an in�nite memory and having aess to any publi han-

nels, its own private hannels allowing him to enrypt and derypt and any

other initial data suh as shared enryption keys, nones and so on.
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A Theorem's proof

A.1 Proof of the Unwinding Theorem for BNAI

Proof of Theorem 3.3 Given Q = P
0 nDwn for P 0 2 R(P ), it is suÆient

to prove that

Q vOLo
Q nHi(A.1)

sine any OLo-simulation of Q by Q nHi is atually a OLo-bisimulation.

By de�nition ofOHi-simulation and sine (Q=OLo)=OHi � Q=OLo, we have

Q=OLo vOHi
Q() Q=OLo v Q=OHi(A.2)

by Prop. 2.4, and it is not diÆult to see that

Q=OLo v Q=OHi () Q=OLo v (Q=OHi) nHi:(A.3)
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Indeed, given a (Q=OLo)-transition Q1
�
�!Q2 (hene with Q1 2 R(Q) and � 2

AtnHi), Q1
�
�!Q2 is a Q=OHi-transition if and only if it is a ((Q=OHi)nHi)-

transition. Moreover, we have

(Q=OHi) nHi� (Q nHi)=OHi(A.4)

� (Q nHi)=OLo(A.5)

Hene, putting Eqs. A.2- A.5 together, we obtain:

Q=OLo v (Q nHi)=OLo(A.6)

and, by Prop. 2.4, Eq. A.6 is equivalent to Eq. A.1. 2

A.2 Proof of the Compositionality Theorem for BNAI

The next proposition, proved in [18℄, shows that strong bisimulation is a on-

gruene with respet to the onurrent and restrition operators, and that

there is a weak form of distributivity of the restrition operator over the on-

urrent one.

Proposition A.1 If P1 � Q1 and P2 � Q2, then

(i) P1jP2 � Q1jQ2

(ii) P1 n L � Q1 n L

(iii) If P1 and P2 may not synhronize on ations in L, then

(P1jP2) n L � (Q1 n L)j(Q2 n L):

The proof of Theorem 3.4 requires the following lemma stating that the

funtional omposition of the restrition to Dwn and of a quotient with OHi

is distributive over the onurrent omposition.

Lemma A.2 If proesses P and Q may not synhronize on downgrading a-

tions, then

((P jQ) nDwn)=OLo � ((P nDwn)=OLo)j((Q nDwn)=OLo)

Proof. It is suÆient to show that

((P jQ) nDwn)=OLo v ((P nDwn)=OLo)j((Q nDwn)=OLo)

beause any simulation of ((P jQ) n Dwn)=OLo by ((P n Dwn)=OLo)j((Q n
Dwn)=OLo) is atually a bisimulation. This results trivially from Prop. A.1.

For the v simulation, we proeed by strutural indution on the onur-

rent omposition rules. The only diÆult ase is the one raised from a �

transition by high-level ation synhronization resulting from appliation of

the Synhronization rule. Let P1 2 R(P ) and Q1 2 R(Q) be suh that

P1jQ1
�
�!P2jQ2, a P jQ-transition issued from the P -transition P1

�
�!P2 and

the Q-transitionQ1
�
�!Q2 with � 2 Hi. This results in the ((P nDwn)=OLo))-

transition P1
�
�!P2 and the ((Q nDwn)=OLo))-transition Q1

�
�!Q2 to obtain

the (((P nDwn)=OLo))j((Q nDwn)=OLo)))-transition P1jQ1
�
�!P2jQ2. 2
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Proof of Theorem 3.4

(i) Given P
0 2 R(P ) and Q = P

0 n Dwn, then in view of Theorem 3.3, it

suÆes to prove:

Q �OLo
Q nHi =) Q n L �OLo

Q n (Hi [ L)

We have:

Q �OLo
Q nHi()Q=OLo � (Q nHi)=OLo

by Prop. 2.4

=) (Q=OLo) n L � ((Q nHi)=OLo) n L

by Prop. A.1

=) (Q n L)=OLo � (Q n (Hi [ L))=OLo

()Q n L �OLo
Q n (Hi [ L)

by Prop. 2.4:

(ii) Let P 0jQ0 2 R(P jQ). It is suÆient to show that

(P 0jQ0) nDwn vOLo
((P 0jQ0) n (Hi [ Dwn))(A.7)

in view of Theorem 3.3 and the fat that any OLo-simulation of

(P 0jQ0)nDwn by ((P 0jQ0)n (Hi [ Dwn)) is atually a OLo-bisimulation.

By Prop. 2.4, Eq A.7 is equivalent to:

((P 0jQ0) nDwn)=OLo v ((P 0jQ0) n (Hi [ Dwn))=OLo:

We have:
((P 0jQ0) nDwn)=OLo � ((P 0 nDwn)=OLo)j((Q

0 nDwn)=OLo)

by Lemma A.2

� ((P 0 n (Dwn [ Hi))=OLo)j((Q
0 n (Dwn [ Hi))=OLo)

by Prop. A.1 and Theorem 3.3

� ((P 0 n (Dwn [ Hi))j(Q0 n (Dwn [ Hi)))=OLo

by Lemma A.2

v ((P 0jQ0) n (Dwn [ Hi))=OLo:

2

A.3 Preservation of Con�dentiality

Proof of Theorem 4.3 Sine both statements use the same domain for

enemy proesses, then, given an enemy proess E and a derivative P
0

E 2
R(PE), we only have to show that

(P 0

E(m) nDwn)=OE vOm P
0

E(m) nDwn

if and only if

P
0

E(m) nDwn �OE
P

0

E(m) n (Dwn [ At(m)):

Let E be an enemy proess, P 0

E 2 R(PE) a derivative and Q = P
0

E(m) nDwn.
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As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we see that

Q=OE vOm Q () Q=OE v Q=Om

() Q=OE v (Q=Om) n At(m)

() Q=OE v (Q n At(m))=OE

() Q vOE Q n At(m)

() Q �OE Q n At(m):
2
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